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Abstract
Due to the limited sensitivity of the current gravitational wave (GW) detectors, the central remnant of the binary
neutron star (NS) merger associated with GW170817 remains an open question. In view of the relatively large total
mass, it is generally proposed that the merger of GW170817 would lead to a short-lived hypermassive NS or
directly produce a black hole (BH). There is no clear evidence to support or rule out a long-lived NS as the merger
remnant. Here, we utilize the GW and electromagnetic (EM) signals to comprehensively investigate the parameter
space that allows a long-lived NS to survive as the merger remnant of GW170817. We ﬁnd that for some stiff
equations of state, the merger of GW170817 could, in principle, lead to a massive NS, which has a millisecond spin
period. The post-merger GW signal could hardly constrain the ellipticity of the NS. If the ellipticity reaches 10−3,
in order to be compatible with the multi-band EM observations, the dipole magnetic ﬁeld of the NS (Bp) is
constrained to the magnetar level of ∼1014 G. If the ellipticity is smaller than 10−4, Bp is constrained to the level of
∼109–1011 G. These conclusions weakly depend on the adoption of the NS equation of state.
Key words: gamma-ray burst: general – gravitational waves
1. Introduction
On 2017 August 17, the LIGO-Virgo scientiﬁc collaboration
for the ﬁrst time detected a gravitational wave (GW) signal
from a binary neutron star (NS) merger event (i.e., GW170817;
Abbott et al. 2017a). Multi-wavelength electromagnetic (EM)
counterparts to GW170817 have also been detected (see Abbott
et al. 2017b for a summary).
Comprehensive analyses of the multi-messenger information
have provided some important physical properties of the binary
system and the merger process for GW170817. For instance, the
host galaxy of the system was identiﬁed as NGC 4993 (Coulter
et al. 2017), an early-type S0 galaxy with redshift z=0.0097
(de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991). The chirp mass of the binary
system is determined to be -+ M1.188 0.0020.004 , and the mass ratio of
the two NSs was constrained to be in the range of 0.4–1.0
(Abbott et al. 2017a),9 so that the total mass of the system would
be 2.74Me and the component mass of the binary system would
be between 0.86Me and 2.26Me (Abbott et al. 2017a).
During the merger, a small fraction of baryonic matter is
ejected, including a lanthanide-free disk wind ejecta with mass
Mej,blue≈0.01–0.04Me, and initial speed βi,blue≈0.2–0.3
(Chornock et al. 2017; Cowperthwaite et al. 2017; Gao
et al. 2017a; Kasen et al. 2017; Kilpatrick et al. 2017; Shappee
et al. 2017; Tanvir et al. 2017; Villar et al. 2017), and a
lanthanide-rich dynamical ejecta10 (tidally ripped and dynamically
launched matter) with mass Mej,red≈0.03–0.05Me and initial
speed βi,red≈0.1–0.2 (Arcavi et al. 2017; Cowperthwaite et al.
2017; Drout et al. 2017; Evans et al. 2017; Gao et al. 2017a;
Kasen et al. 2017; Kilpatrick et al. 2017; Nicholl et al. 2017;
Smartt et al. 2017; Villar et al. 2017). Such ejected matter
powered an ultraviolet/optical/near-infrared counterpart follow-
ing GW170817, named AT2017gfo (see Metzger 2017 for a
review).
The remaining matter would settle to form a new central
compact object fed by an accretion disk, so that a relativistic jet
was launched. When propagating through the surrounding ejecta,
the jet could be structured (Kasliwal et al. 2017; Gottlieb
et al. 2017; Lazzati et al. 2017; Mooley et al. 2017; Piro &
Kollmeier 2017; Xiao et al. 2017; Zhang et al. 2018; Lyman
et al. 2018). Internal and external dissipation of the structured jet
gives rise to multi-band EM emissions, including a short duration
gamma-ray burst detected by the Fermi Gamma-ray Burst
Monitor (GRB 170817) (Goldstein et al. 2017), and late time
brightening afterglow signals in the X-ray, optical and radio
bands (Lazzati et al. 2017; Troja et al. 2017, 2018; Margutti et al.
2018; Meng et al. 2018). Considering that the peak isotropic
luminosity of GRB 170817A (∼1.7×1047 erg s−1) is abnor-
mally low compared with other short GRBs (Goldstein
et al. 2017; Zhang et al. 2018), the late afterglow signals are
relatively weak, and the rising slope of the afterglow signals is
relatively small. A large binary inclination angle (∼20°) relative
to our line of sight is inferred (Lazzati et al. 2017; Mooley et al.
2017; Lyman et al. 2018), which is well consistent with the
results from the GW signal analyses (Abbott et al. 2017b).
What is the central remnant of GW170817 remains an open
question. Considering that the total mass of the GW170817
binary system is relatively large (2.74Me), it is generally
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9 With the information of the optical/infrared (IR) counterpart, Gao et al.
(2017a) placed a more stringent constraint on the mass ratio of GW170817
system to the range of 0.46–0.67.
10 The opposite view of interpreting the blue component as due to the
dynamical ejecta also exists in the literature (e.g., Kasen et al. 2017; Nicholl
et al. 2017).
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proposed that the merger of GW170817 would lead to a
temporal hypermassive NS (supported by differential rotation)
which survived 10–100 ms before collapsing into a black hole
(BH) or even a BH directly (Bauswein et al. 2017; Ma et al.
2017; Margalit & Metzger 2017; Perego et al. 2017; Ruiz
et al. 2017; Metzger et al. 2018; Rezzolla et al. 2018).
However, our poor knowledge about the NS equation of state
(EoS) makes the discussion more complex. For instance, as
long as the NS EoS is stiff enough, the merger remnant of
GW170817 could be a long-lived massive NS, as argued early
by Dai & Lu (1998a) and Dai et al. (2006), and within such a
scenario, the multi-band data of AT2017gfo could be also
reproduced (Yu & Dai 2017; Li et al. 2017b). Assuming that
the merger remnant is a long-lived NS, a considerable mass
would be still ejected by a neutrino-driven or viscosity-driven
wind (e.g., Metzger et al. 2018; Radice et al. 2018), which is
discussed as an alternative mass source for the blue kilonova.
In principle, post-merger GW signals could be used to probe
the property of the remnant. But the search for post-merger GWs
of GW170817 only provides an upper limit of the characteristic
amplitude, mainly limited by the current sensitivity of the LIGO/
Virgo detectors (Abbott et al. 2017c). In this case, we can only
rely on the information of the EM signals to make constraints. It
has long been proposed that when the merger remnant is a long-
lived massive NS, more abundant EM signatures are expected
(Dai & Lu 1998a, 1998b; Dai 2004; Dai et al. 2006; Fan et al.
2013; Gao et al. 2013, 2015, 2017b; Yu et al. 2013; Zhang 2013;
Metzger & Piro 2014; Wu et al. 2014; Li & Yu 2016; Siegel &
Ciolﬁ 2016a, 2016b; Sun et al. 2017). For instance, after the
relativistic jet propagates through the surrounding ejecta, a
Poynting-ﬂux outﬂow from the NS could leak out to power an
extended emission through its dissipation at a large radius
(Dai 2004; Zhang 2013; Rowlinson et al. 2014; Lü et al. 2015;
Sun et al. 2017). Due to the dynamical motion of the ejecta, the
ejecta materials tend to quench the outﬂow by closing the gap, so
that the Poynting-ﬂux outﬂow would be trapped inside. The
outﬂow could then inject extra energy into the ejecta to increase
its internal energy and kinetic energy, either via direct energy
injection by a Poynting ﬂux (Bucciantini et al. 2012), or due to
heating from the bottom by the photons generated in a dissipating
magnetar wind via magnetic reconnection or self-dissipation
(Zhang 2013). The heated ejecta material would power a bright
thermal emission component (Yu et al. 2013; Metzger &
Piro 2014), normally brighter than the radioactively driven
kilonova (Li & Paczyński 1998; Metzger et al. 2010). Never-
theless, the accelerated ejecta materials might also give rise to
strong afterglow emission by driving a strong forward shock into
an ambient medium (Gao et al. 2013). When the ejecta becomes
optically thin, if the massive NS still survives, the dissipated
photons from its Poynting-ﬂux outﬂow would eventually diffuse
out, resulting in a late time re-brightening X-ray signal (Metzger
& Piro 2014; Gao et al. 2015, 2017b; Sun et al. 2017).
In this paper, we utilize the GW and electromagnetic (EM)
signals to comprehensively investigate the possibility of a long-
lived massive NS as the merger remnant of GW170817, and
give constraints on the physical properties of the NS, if it
exists.
2. NS EoS
For GW170817, the total gravitational mass of the binary
system is estimated as 2.74Me (Abbott et al. 2017a). Num-
erical simulations show that after the merger process and
differential rotation phase, the mass of the uniformly rotating
remnant could be estimated as (Hanauske et al. 2017; Rezzolla
et al. 2018)
d l= - - ( )M M M , 1gur 1 ej
where Mg is the initial gravitational mass of the merger
remnant, δ is the mass fraction of the core after dynamical mass
ejection, λ=1.17 is the numerical ratio of the baryonic mass
and the gravitational mass (Rezzolla et al. 2018), and Mej is the
mass of the ejecta from the core. According to Hanauske et al.
(2017), δ ranges from 0.9 to 1 (with an average value of 0.95),
depending on the adoption of EoS and the initial conﬁguration
or other properties of the NS–NS system. On the other hand,
Mej also has a large uncertainty, especially when the central
remnant is a long-lived NS. Here, we adopt δ=0.95 and
associate Mej with the blue kilonova ejecta mass
Mej∼0.02Me (Metzger 2017). To be conservative, we also
test different situations with δ ranging from 0.9 to 1, and Mej
ranging from 0.01Me to 0.04Me. We ﬁnd that once the EoS is
stiff enough to support a long-lived NS, the uncertainty of the
core mass mainly affects the constraint on the spin of the long-
lived NS, but only slightly affects the constraint on other NS
properties, such as the NS dipole magnetic ﬁeld strength (see
Section 4 for details).
Before the merger, the two NSs are in the Keplerian orbits,
so the post-merger central remnant must be rapidly spinning.
The rapid rotation could enhance the maximum gravitational
mass (Mmax) allowed for NS survival, where Mmax can be
parameterized as (Lasky et al. 2014)
a= + b( ) ( )M M P1 , 2max TOV
and MTOV is the maximum NS mass for a non-rotating NS, P is
the spin period of the NS in units of second, and α and β are
functions of MTOV, NS radius (R), and moment of inertia (I).
For a given EoS, if its MTOV is only slightly smaller than
Mur, it is possible that Mmax>Mur. In this case, the uniformly
rotating remnant would be a supramassive NS. With the NS
spinning down, the supramassive NS would collapse to a BH
when Mmax becomes smaller than Mur. For an extremely stiff
EoS, if MTOV>Mur, the merger remnant could even be a
stable NS that never collapses.
For the purpose of this work, we adopt a series of NS EoSs
with a range of maximum mass that allows Mmax>2.59Me,
including three new uniﬁed NS EoSs (DD2, DDME2, and
NL3ωρ) recently proposed(Fortin et al. 2016).11 The
numerical values of these EoSs for Pk (Kepler period),
MTOV, R, I, and the secondary parameters α and β are
collected in Table 1, from calculations using the general
relativistic NS equilibrium code RNS (Lasky et al. 2014; Li
et al. 2016, 2017a). For the cases with MTOV<2.59Me, we
calculate their NS collapsing period (Pcol) by setting
Mmax=2.59Me. We can see that for most EoSs (except
for EoS NL3ωρ), Pcol is very close to Pk, which are both of the
order ∼1 ms. Notice that the adopted NS EoSs could all fulﬁll
11 The same exercise may be performed to some quark star equations of state
(e.g., Li et al. 2016; Zhou et al. 2017). On the other hand, if quark matter is
stable, merging double quark stars would not produce the bright transient
AT2017gfo as observed. We do not discuss these models in detail in this work.
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the limit on tidal deformability obtained from GW170817 (see
details in discussion section).
3. Constraints from the Post-merger GW Signal
During the uniform rotation stage, the newly formed NS
could lose its rotation energy through both magnetic dipole
radiation and GW emission (Shapiro et al. 1983; Zhang &
Mészáros 2001),
= WW = - -˙ ˙ ( )E I L L , 3sd,GW sd,EM
where
= W ( )L B R
c6
4
p
sd,EM
2 6 4
3
is the magnetic dipole spin-down power, and
= W ( )L GI
c
32
5
5sd,GW
2 2 6
5
is the GW radiation spin-down power. Ω=2π/P is the angular
frequency and W˙ is its time derivative, ò is the ellipticity of the
NS, and Bp is the dipolar ﬁeld strength at the magnetic poles on
the NS surface.
The characteristic amplitude of GWs from a rotating NS can
be estimated as (Corsi & Mészáros 2017)
= ( ) ( )h fh t dt
df
, 6c
where
= W( ) ( )h t G
c d
I
4
, 7
2
4
with f=Ω/π representing the frequency of GW signals.
For a millisecond NS, the spin-down process could be
dominated by the GW radiation, as long as ò is large enough. In
this case, we have = - WE˙ GI
c
32
5
2 2 6
5 . Thus, we obtain
= ( )h IG
Pc d
5
. 8c 3 2
The observation of GWs from the post-merger remnant by
the LIGO-Virgo collaboration has given an upper limit strain as
= ´ - -h 5.9 10 Hzrss50% 22 1 2 for a bar-mode model. With the
deﬁnition of hrss, i.e.,
ò= ++ ´ ⎡⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥(∣ ( )∣ ∣ ( )∣ ) ( )h h f h f df2 , 9f
f
rss
2 2
1 2
min
max
the relation between hc and hrss can be roughly derived by
= -(
¯ )
¯
( )
( )h f h f
f f2
, 10c rss
max min
where = +¯ ( )f f f 2max min is the average value of the GW
frequency and fmax and fmin correspond to the Keplerian period
Pk and the collapsing period Pcol, respectively. We choose the
Keplerian period as the initial spin period of the merger
product, so that Ω0=2π/Pk is adopted.
With Equations (3)–(10), we derive the upper limits of ( ¯)h fc
from the GW observation and the theoretical values of ( ¯)h fc for
the adopted EoSs, assuming that the NS spin down is dominated
by the GW radiation. The inferred results are shown in Table 2.
We ﬁnd that for all the adopted EoSs, the theoretical value of
( ¯)h fc is about one order of magnitude smaller than the
observational upper limit, which indicates that even if the merger
remnant of GW170817 is a millisecond massive NS, and the
rotation energy of the NS is taken away by the GW radiation, the
post-merger GW signal is undetectable. GW observations cannot
Table 1
Basic Parameters for Adopted Equations of State
MTOV Rs I α β PK
Pcol(δ=0.95,
Mej=0.02 Me)
Pcol(δ=1,
Mej=0.01 Me)
Pcol(δ=0.9,
Mej=0.04 Me)
( )M (km) ( )10 g cm45 2 b-( )s (ms) ( )ms ( )ms ( )ms
GM1 2.37 12.05 3.33 1.58×10−10 −2.84 0.72 0.82 CDa 1.30
BSk21 2.28 11.08 4.37 2.81×10−10 −2.75 0.60 0.70 CDa 0.90
DD2 2.42 11.89 5.43 1.370×10−10 −2.88 0.65 0.95 0.77 2.40
DDME2 2.48 12.09 5.85 1.966×10−10 −2.84 0.66 1.20 0.86 NCb
NL3ωρ 2.75 12.99 7.89 1.706×10−10 −2.88 0.69 NCb NCb NCb
Notes.
a CD means collapse directly when the collapse period is smaller than Kepler period.
b NC means never collapse when the mass of uniform rotation is smaller than MTOV.
Table 2
The Characteristic Amplitude of GW Radiation hc and its Upper Limit
GM1 BSk21 DD2 DDME2 NL3ωρ
-( ¯ )( )h f 10c 21 1.873 2.340 2.384 2.372 2.15
-( ¯ )( )h f 10c,upper 20 8.358 8.529 4.922 3.918 1.599
3
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help to differentiate which power dominates the NS spin-down
process, nor make any constraints on the ellipticity (ò) of the
nascent NS.12 In the following, we separately discuss different
situations with ò ranging from 10−7 to 10−3.
4. Constraints from EM Observations
4.1. Constraints from UV/optical/NIR Observations
If the merger remnant of GW170817 is a massive NS, the
merger ejecta would be heated and accelerated by two different
energy sources: r-process related radioactivity and dipole
radiation from the NS. Due to energy conservation, we have
(Yu et al. 2013)
 x= + ¢ - ¢ ( )dE
dt
L L L , 11esd,EM
2
ra
2
where E is the total energy of the ejecta, ξ represents the fraction
of dipole radiation power injected into the ejecta, ¢Lra is the
comoving radioactive power, ¢Le represents the comoving emitted
bolometric luminosity, and  b= G -[ ( )]1 1 is the Doppler
factor, where β is the ejecta velocity in the lab frame and Γ is the
corresponding bulk Lorentz factor. Here, we adopt the empirical
expression for ¢Lra proposed by Korobkin et al. 2012,
p¢ = ´ -
¢ - ¢
¢s-
-
⎡
⎣⎢
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎤
⎦⎥
( )
L M
t t
t
4 10
1
2
1
arctan erg s ,
12
ra
49
ej, 2
0
1.3
1
where ¢ ~t 1.3 s0 and ¢ ~st 0.11 s. ¢Le could be estimated by
t t
t
¢ =
¢
G >
¢
G <
⎧
⎨
⎪⎪
⎩
⎪⎪
( )L
E c
R
E c
R
, 1,
, 1.
13e
int
ej
int
ej
Rej is the radius of the ejecta in the lab frame,
t k= ¢ G( )( )M V Rej ej is the optical depth of the ejecta with
κ being the opacity (Kasen & Bildsten 2010; Kotera
et al. 2013), and ¢Eint is the internal energy in the comoving
frame. The evolution of ¢Eint could be expressed as (Yu
et al. 2013)
 x¢¢ = + ¢ - ¢ - ¢
¢
¢
- ( )dE
dt
L L L
dV
dt
, , 14t
int 2
d ra e
with the radiation dominated pressure ¢ = ¢ ¢E V3int and the
thermalization coefﬁcient x x= t-et 1 . The comoving volume
evolution can be fully addressed by p b¢ ¢ =dV dt R c4 ej2 and
dRej/dt=βc/(1− β).
The dynamic equation for the ejecta could be expressed as
(Yu et al. 2013)
G =
- G - G -
+ ¢ + G
¢
¢( ) ( )( ) ( )d
dt
c
M c E M c
1
2
, 15
dE
dt
dE
dt
dM
dt
2 2
ej
2
int sw
2
int sw
where = pM R nmpsw 43 ej3 is the shock swept mass of a medium
with density n.
With Equations (11) to (15), one can easily solve the ejecta
dynamics and the bolometric luminosity evolution of the ejecta
thermal emission (Le), and compare them with the observa-
tional data at the epoch when the observations were carried out
(data provided in Drout et al. 2017). Given the tight allowed
range of the spin period of the massive NS, the observations
could place tight constraints on the dipole magnetic ﬁeld
strength of the NS (Bp). The results are collected in Table 3. We
ﬁnd that to be compatible with the UV/optical/NIR observa-
tions, if the merger remnant of GW170817 is a massive NS, the
dipole magnetic ﬁeld of the NS should be less than
∼1010–1011 G (see Figures 1 and 2).
Although no direct simulation results provide the exact value
for the fraction of the dipole radiation power injected into the
ejecta, ξ, a relatively large ﬁducial number was applied in the
previous works (Yu et al. 2013; Metzger & Piro 2014), e.g.,
0.1<ξ<1. Next, we test two different cases with ξ=0.1
and ξ=1. We ﬁnd that increasing ξ by one order of magnitude
could tighten the constraint on Bp by a factor of three. We also
test different situations with ò ranging from 10−7 to 10−3. We
ﬁnd that as long as ò is smaller than 10−5, different ò no longer
affects the constraints on Bp. However, when ò is of the order
∼10−4, the constraint on Bp would become looser by one order
of magnitude. When ò is of the order ∼10−3, the constraint on
Table 3
The Constrained Results on Bp(G) from UV/optical/IR Observation
ξ=0.1
GM1 BSk21 DD2 DDME2 NL3ωρ
ò=10−3 8.13×1013 1.70×1014 4.79×1013 2.70×1013 1.58×1012
ò=10−4 6.92×1011 1.55×1012 4.47×1011 3.63×1011 1.58×1011
ò=10−5 3.16×1010 3.24×1010 3.02×1010 2.95×1010 2.63×1010
ò=10−6 2.95×1010 2.63×1010 2.45×1010 2.45×1010 2.14×1010
ò=10−7 3.02×1010 2.63×1010 2.45×1010 2.45×1010 2.14×1010
ξ=1
GM1 BSk21 DD2 DDME2 NL3ωρ
ò=10−3 2.57×1013 5.37×1013 1.51×1013 8.51×1012 5.01×1011
ò=10−4 2.19×1011 4.90×1011 1.41×1011 1.15×1011 5.01×1010
ò=10−5 1.00×1010 1.02×1010 9.55×109 9.33×109 8.32×109
ò=10−6 9.33×109 8.32×109 7.76×109 7.76×109 6.76×109
ò=10−7 9.33×109 8.32×109 7.76×109 7.76×109 6.76×109
12 The ellipticity of a supramassive or stable NS can be induced either by a
strong magnetic ﬁeld or a rapid spin (e.g., Haskell et al. 2008; Frieben &
Rezzolla 2012).
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Bp would become looser by two to three orders of magnitude.
This is mainly because the high GW emission power could
rapidly slow down the NS and drive it collapse into a BH.
4.2. Constraints from g-Ray and X-Ray Observations
If the merger remnant of GW170817 is a massive NS, after
the relativistic jet punches through the ejecta shell, the
Poynting-ﬂux outﬂow from the NS could leak out to power
an extended emission. For GRB 170817A, Zhang et al. (2018)
conducted a search of extended emission before and after the
trigger time, which leads to a negative result. In this case, the
γ-ray luminosity powered by the NS wind dissipation should
not be larger than the luminosity of GRB 170817A, i.e.,
ηγLsd,EM1.7×1047 ergs−1.
On the other hand, when the ejecta becomes transparent, if
the central NS has not collapsed, the dissipated photons from
the NS wind would eventually diffuse out. Late time X-ray
observations could serve as the upper limit of the X-ray
luminosity powered by the NS wind dissipation, i.e.,
h t-( ) ( )L t e L tx Xsd,EM . Here, we take the X-ray data (includ-
ing upper limit) from Troja et al. (2017) to make constraints on
the dipole magnetic ﬁeld of the central NS. The constrained
results for different EoSs have been collected in Table 4. We
ﬁnd that to be compatible with the γ-ray and X-ray
observations, if the merger remnant of GW170817 is a massive
NS, the dipole magnetic ﬁeld of the NS should be less than
∼1011–1012 G (see Figure 1), similar to the constraints from
UV/optical/NIR data.
To be conservative, here we adopt a relatively small
efﬁciency factor (ηX=10
−4) to convert the spin-down
luminosity to the observed X-ray luminosity (Xiao &
Dai 2017), which is much smaller than the inferred value from
previous investigations for a sample of short GRB X-ray
plateau data (Zhang 2013; Rowlinson et al. 2014; Lü
et al. 2015; Gao et al. 2016). Adopting a larger value of ηX
would lead to much tighter constraints on Bp, which may fall
below 1010 G. Note that because the observed γ-ray luminosity
is much larger than the X-ray data, even assuming ηX=10
−4
and ηγ=1, the constraints on Bp are mainly from X-rays
instead of γ-rays. The reason we only present the result for
ηX=10
−4 is as follows: suppose that the emission from
Poynting-ﬂux dissipation follows the synchrotron radiation
spectrum. As the X-ray luminosity is much lower than that of
GRB prompt emission, the n nF peak should be below the γ-ray
band. Let us consider the extreme case where the peak is in the
γ-ray band, so that ηγ=1, and the X-ray and gamma-ray
bands would be in the ν1/3 regime. One would have
h h~g 10 X4 and hence, ηX∼10−4, as h nµn nF and the
Figure 1. Constraints on the dipole magnetic ﬁeld of the central NS from multi-band observations for ξ=0.1 situation. Left panels: the top panel shows constrained
results from UV/optical/NIR data. Constrained results from γ-ray/X-ray (marked with squares) and radio (marked with triangles) data are shown in the middle panel.
The bottom panel shows the ﬁnal results from multi-band data. Different colors correspond to different EoSs. Middle panel: the variation of ﬁnal constraints with the
mass fraction of core (δ) where Mej=0.01 Me is adopt. Right panel: the variation of ﬁnal constraints with the mass of ejecta (Mej) where δ=0.95 is adopted. In the
middle and right panels, the dashed and solid lines represent ò=10−3 and ò=10−5, respectively.
Figure 2. Constraints on the dipole magnetic ﬁeld of the central NS from multi-band observations for ξ=1 situation. Descriptions for each panels are the same with
Figure 1.
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frequency of gamma-rays is roughly 103 higher than that of
X-rays.
Here, we only consider the ξ=0.1 case.13 We test different
situations with ò ranging from 10−7 to 10−3. Similar to the
constrained results from UV/optical/NIR data, we ﬁnd that
different ò values do not affect the constrained results
signiﬁcantly, unless the GW emission power is large enough
and rapidly drives the NS to collapse into a BH (when ò
is around 10−4 or 10−3). In these cases, the constraint on Bp
becomes much looser because it is solely based on the
γ-ray data.
4.3. Constraints from Radio Observations
Energy injection from the central NS, if exists, could
signiﬁcantly accelerate the ejecta. As long as the kinetic energy
of the ejecta is large enough, the forward shock into the
ambient medium could give rise to strong afterglow emission,
at least in the radio band. The afterglow emission should not
outshine the late radio observations, which could make further
constraints on the dipole magnetic ﬁeld of the central NS.
Within such an approach, the radio ﬂux would be evidently
affected by the parameters of òe, òB and n. Here, we present the
constraint results for p=2.1, òe=0.1, òB=0.1, and
n=0.1 cm−3. We ﬁnd that if the merger remnant of
GW170817 is a long-lived NS, the dipole magnetic ﬁeld of
the NS should be less than ∼1012–1014 G (see Figure 1) to be
compatible with the radio observations. The constrained results
are shown in Table 5. Even for such an extreme parameter
regime, the radio data still cannot give tighter constraints than
those given by optical and X-ray/gamma-ray. In reality, both
òB and n should be much smaller and the constraint from radio
data would be even looser.
Here, we consider two cases with ξ=0.1 and ξ=1. Again,
we ﬁnd that increasing ξ by one order of magnitude could
tighten the constraint on Bp by a factor of 3. We also test
different situations with ò values. We ﬁnd that when ò∼10−3,
the Bp upper limit is of the order ∼10
14 G. When ò∼10−4, the
Bp upper limit is of the order ∼10
13 G. When ò is equal to or
less than 10−5, it no longer affects the constrained results on
Bp, and the Bp upper limit is of the order ∼10
12 G.
4.4. Summary of Quantitative Constraints
Combining all the constraints from GW and multi-band EM
observations, we ﬁnd that if the merger remnant of GW170817
is a massive NS, the NS should have a millisecond spin period,
but a relatively low dipole magnetic ﬁeld (Bp as low as
∼1010 G). The ellipticity of the NS is hardly constrained. If the
ellipticity could reach 10−3, Bp is constrained to the level of
∼1014 G. Otherwise, Bp is limited to the level of ∼10
9
–1011 G.
These conclusions weakly depend on the adoption of NS EoSs.
Speciﬁcally, for GM1, the upper limit of spin period is 0.82 ms
and the upper limit of Bp is 9.33×10
9 G. For Bsk21, the upper
limit of the spin period is 0.70 ms and the upper limit of Bp is
8.32×109 G. For DD2, the upper limit of spin period is
0.95 ms and the upper limit of Bp is 7.76×10
9 G. For
DDME2, the upper limit of spin period is 1.20 ms and the
upper limit of Bp is 7.76×10
9 G. For NL3ωρ, no upper limit
of spin period could be given, and the upper limit of Bp is
6.76×109 G. Final constrained results are collected in
Table 6. We also take the uncertainties of Mej and δ into
Table 4
The Constrained Results on Bp from X-Ray/γ-Ray Observations
ξ=0.1, ηX=10
−4
GM1 BSk21 DD2 DDME2 NL3ωρ
ò=10−3 4.15×1013 3.71×1013 3.52×1013 3.45×1013 8.13×1012
ò=10−4 4.15×1013 3.71×1013 1.23×1013 9.55×1011 8.71×1011
ò=10−5 3.31×1011 3.16×1011 2.95×1011 2.95×1011 2.63×1011
ò=10−6 3.16×1011 2.82×1011 2.63×1011 2.63×1011 2.29×1011
ò=10−7 3.16×1011 2.82×1011 2.63×1011 2.63×1011 2.29×1011
Table 5
The Constrained Results on Bp(G) from Radio Observation
ξ=0.1, n=0.1 cm−3, òe=0.1, òB=0.1
GM1 BSk21 DD2 DDME2 NL3ωρ
ò=10−3 L L L 9.55×1014 5.01×1014
ò=10−4 L L 1.70×1014 1.15×1014 5.25×1013
ò=10−5 L 5.13×1014 1.40×1013 1.00×1013 7.94×1012
ò=10−6 L 5.13×1014 5.89×1012 5.50×1012 5.01×1012
ò=10−7 L 5.13×1014 5.62×1012 5.50×1012 4.90×1012
ξ=1, n=0.1 cm−3, òe=0.1, òB=0.1
GM1 BSk21 DD2 DDME2 NL3ωρ
ò=10−3 4.17×1014 5.37×1014 3.02×1014 2.45×1014 1.10×1014
ò=10−4 5.13×1013 6.03×1013 3.39×1013 2.69×1013 1.32×1013
ò=10−5 4.37×1012 5.62×1012 3.31×1012 3.39×1012 3.16×1012
ò=10−6 2.18×1012 1.91×1012 1.82×1012 1.78×1012 1.26×1012
ò=10−7 2.14×1012 1.86×1012 1.78×1012 1.74×1012 1.26×1012
13 In the ξ∼1 case, no constraint on the spin-down luminosity could be made
from X-ray and γ-ray observations, because almost all the spin-down power
has been injected into the ejecta.
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consideration and ﬁnd that the ﬁnal constrained results are not
sensitive to these two parameters. With the increase of δ, the
ﬁnal constraints become looser because the NS would collapse
in a shorter timescale with a larger mass. For some soft EoSs
(such as GM1 and Bsk21), if the mass of the core is larger than
their Mmax, a uniformly rotating NS could never exist.
4.5. Other Constraints
Some other information may also pose constraints on the
merger product. However, because they depend on complicated
physical factors, an quantitative constraint is not easy to
achieve. Nonetheless, it is worth discussing these factors
qualitatively.
The ﬁrst factor is the inferred mass and velocity of the ejecta.
Fitting the optical/IR data of GW170817 led to an estimate of
the mass, velocity, and opacity of both the blue and red
components (Metzger 2017, for a review). However, it is
unclear which component originates from the dynamical ejecta
and which originates from a neutrino-driven wind (e.g., Gao
et al. 2017a). It was proposed (Metzger et al. 2018) that a
rapidly spinning HMNS with an ordered surface magnetic ﬁeld
strength of ∼1014 G and extended lifetime (∼0.1–1 s) is
required to simultaneously explain the velocity, total mass,
and electron fraction of the blue component. It is hard to
evaluate the consequence of a long-lived pulsar on the ejecta
parameters. For the long-lived pulsar parameters constrained
from the above quantitative analysis, usually a NS with a lower
Bp is required. It may appear that the B ﬁeld is too low to
accelerate the ejecta to the desired velocity (due to the low
spin-down luminosity). On the other hand, the longer lifetime
of the pulsar would have a longer duration of energy injection
into the ejecta, so that the fast velocity may be achievable. A
long-lived pulsar may be questioned as it may over-eject mass
due to a neutrino-driven wind from the surface of the NS. The
neutrino-wind mass loss rate nM˙ ;4×10−4 Me s−1
(Lν/2×10
52 erg s−1)5/3 (òν/15MeV)
10/3 (MNS/2.4Me)
−2
(RNS/15 km)
5/3 (Qian & Woosley 1996) has a strong
dependence on the neutrino luminosity. Because the neutrino
cooling timescale of a newborn NS is typically much shorter
than the spin-down timescale of a low-ﬁeld pulsar, a neutrino-
driven wind mass would not be signiﬁcantly larger than the
HMNS case. The latter was found to be reasonable to account
for the observation of AT2017gfo (Metzger et al. 2018).
Additional viscous mass ejection during the merger phase is
expected. The predicted mass range is consistent with the
inferred mass from the AT2017gfo (Radice et al. 2018).
Another constraint may come from the possible lanthanide
abundance in the ejecta. The existence of a signiﬁcant amount
of lanthanides, as evidenced by the distinct “double-peaked”
spectrum of AT2017gfo, may disfavor a strong magnetar wind,
since such a wind would deeply ionize the lanthanides so that
the opacity would be greatly reduced. However, our quantita-
tive constraints favor a low-B pulsar, whose spin-down
luminosity is low, so that the ionization ﬂux may not be large
enough to destroy lanthanides early on. The existence of
lanthanides in the ejecta therefore may not pose great extra
constraints to the pulsar parameters.
Finally, in the above analyses, we have taken ò and Bp as
independent parameters. In principle, magnetic distortion may
play the dominant role in creating and maintaining a relatively
large ò for a newborn millisecond NS. Previous analytical and
numerical studies suggest that within the magnetic distortion
scenario,  µ Bp2 is usually invoked (Bonazzola & Gourgoulhon
1996b; Haskell et al. 2008). Recently, an ellipticity of the order
ò∼0.005 for a rapidly spinning (millisecond), strongly
magnetized (1015 G), supramassive NS has been inferred from
the statistical observational properties of Swift SGRBs (Gao
et al. 2016). With such a normalization, the relation between ò
and Bp can be then calibrated (Gao et al. 2017b). According to
this relation, the above quantitative constraints for ò=10−3
would be no longer relevant, as Bp is required to be in the level
of 1015 G to achieve ò=10−3. This is inconsistent with previous
constrained results (Bp< 10
14 G). The quantitative constraints
would be still valid if a different distortion mechanism other than
magnetic distortion is at play (e.g., Frieben & Rezzolla 2012).
For low ò value cases, since different ò values no longer affect
the constrained results on Bp, the quantitative constraints
discussed above still stand.
5. Conclusions and Discussions
The recent observations of GW170817 and its EM counter-
part have opened a new era of GW-led multi-messenger
astronomy. Comprehensive analyses of the multi-messenger
information have provided some important physical properties
of the compact objects and the merger process for GW170817.
However, the remnant for the GW170817 merger remains
Table 6
Final Constrained Results on Bp(G)
ξ=0.1
GM1 BSk21 DD2 DDME2 NL3ωρ
ò=10−3 4.15×1013 3.71×1013 3.52×1013 2.70×1013 1.58×1012
ò=10−4 6.92×1011 1.55×1012 4.47×1011 3.63×1011 1.58×1011
ò=10−5 3.16×1010 3.24×1010 3.02×1010 2.95×1010 2.63×1010
ò=10−6 2.95×1010 2.63×1010 2.45×1010 2.45×1010 2.14×1010
ò=10−7 3.02×1010 2.63×1010 2.45×1010 2.45×1010 2.14×1010
ξ=1
GM1 BSk21 DD2 DDME2 NL3ωρ
ò=10−3 2.57×1013 5.37×1013 1.51×1013 8.51×1012 5.01×1011
ò=10−4 2.19×1011 4.90×1011 1.41×1011 1.15×1011 5.01×1010
ò=10−5 1.00×1010 1.02×1010 9.55×109 9.33×109 8.32×109
ò=10−6 9.33×109 8.32×109 7.76×109 7.76×109 6.76×109
ò=10−7 9.33×109 8.32×109 7.76×109 7.76×109 6.76×109
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unknown. In this paper, we have investigated the possibility of
a long-lived massive NS as the merger remnant of GW170817,
and given constraints on the allowed physical properties of the
NS, by invoking as much as available multi-messenger
information as possible.
We found that there is no clear exclusion for a massive NS as
the merger remnant of GW170817, but the parameter space for
the newborn NS is limited. Constraints from GW and multi-
band EM observations show that if the merger remnant of
GW170817 is a massive NS, the NS should have a millisecond
spin period, and a relatively low dipole magnetic ﬁeld (as low
as ∼1010 G). The ellipticity of the NS is hardly constrained. If
the ellipticity reaches 10−3, Bp is constrained to the level of
∼1014 G. Otherwise, Bp is limited to the level of ∼10
9
–1011 G.
The conclusions weakly depend on the adoption of the NS EoS.
The constraints are mainly contributed by the UV/optical/
NIR and X-ray observations. The constraint from the current
radio data is looser than the results from other bands. This
result is based on the assumption that the radio signal is mainly
generated by the ejecta-medium interaction forward shock. It is
generally believed that the late time brightening signals in
X-ray, optical, and radio bands are all contributed by the
external dissipation of a structured jet (Lazzati et al. 2017;
Troja et al. 2017, 2018; Margutti et al. 2018). If this is true, or
if the radio signal starts to decay soon in the future (more than
one hundred days after GW170817), or if Mooley et al. (2017)
overestimated the kinetic energy of the ejecta, even more strict
constraints may be placed on the NS properties.
In this paper, we considered ﬁve EoSs with a range of the
maximum masses from 2.28Me to 2.75Me. It has been shown
that most of our adopted NS EoSs (GM1, BSk21, DD2, and
DDME2) could fulﬁll the tight limit on tidal deformability
Λ(1.4Me) of GW170817 under the prior of a low dimension-
less NS spin (see Zhu et al. 2018, for details). Also, the
possibility of NL3ωρEOS would not be clearly excluded if the
high spin case is taken into account. This can be seen from its
Λ(1.4Me) value of 925, which is below the 90% credible
upper limit in the high spin case. The corresponding L˜ can be
calculated as well, with the mass ratio range of GW170817 and
a chirp mass equal to 1.188 solar mass. The resulting L˜ can
actually be as small as 712 if the mass ratio of the system is 0.4
(which corresponds to the 90% credible range of the mass ratio
in the high spin case for GW170817), that is very close to the
90% credible upper limit for L˜ in the high spin case. For
NL3ωρ, we haveMTOV>2.59Me. If such a EoS are valid, the
merger remnant of GW170817 would be a stable NS that never
collapses to a BH. For this case, there is no restriction on the
spin period of the NS. In principle, if the spin period is
extremely large (of the order ∼100 ms), current EM observa-
tions would fail to give any constraint on the dipole magnetic
ﬁeld of the NS. However, because the newborn NS arises from
the NS–NS merger scenario, the initial spin period should be
close to 1 ms. Even with an extremely large ellipticity as
ò0.001, GW radiation cannot spin down the NS from 1 ms
to 100 ms within a reasonable timescale. Even under this
extreme EoS, the newborn NS is hardly possible to have a large
Bp, unless some other mechanisms (e.g., r-mode instability,
Andersson 1998; Lindblom et al. 1998; Dai et al. 2016) could
somehow carry away its angular momentum at very early stage.
For this EoS, we only consider dipole radiation and GW
emission as the spin-down mechanism and take the Kepler
period as the initial spin period.
Previous analyses on the short GRB data indicate that the
dipole magnetic ﬁeld of the merger producing NS is typically
large (∼1015 G; Rowlinson et al. 2014; Lü et al. 2015; Gao
et al. 2016). If the central remnant of GW170817 is a massive
NS, it is an outlier compared with other cases, but it is
interesting to note that compared with other short GRBs, GRB
170817A is also an outlier in terms of luminosity.
For millisecond NSs, the detection horizons for the third-
generation GW detectors, such as Einstein Telescope could
reach 600Mpc (Gao et al. 2017b). Future detections of the
post-merger GW signals would be essential to determine NS–
NS merger remnants and would further reveal the NS EoS.
Finally, we would like to point out two caveats of our
approach. First, we take the Keplerian period as the initial spin
period of the merger product. Strictly speaking, numerical
simulations (Radice et al. 2018) showed that the initial period
of the merger product is slightly longer than the Keplerian
period, due to the strong viscous spin down during the merger
phase. This phase also generates GWs that depend on the EoS.
These complications are not considered. Second, in the real
GW data analysis, the estimation of hrss should be much more
complicated. Our analytical derivation is only valid to order of
magnitude, but is good enough for the purpose of this work.
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